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Introduction
Sustaining security and stability in SouthEastern Europe (SEE) has been a problem for
long. The region has had many problems in the past but in recent years immigration
and millions of asylum seekers have created a major problem for stability. Expenses of
immigration are high and small countries in particular are struggling to handle them.
Those problems have lead to many other problems such as rising extreme forms of
1 2
nationalism and to attacks with racist motives. 
Increasing numbers of asylum seekers passing through the countries creates huge
challenges for the countries in the region. Even though most asylum seekers don’t stay
in the countries for longer than a few weeks and use countries as merely points of entry
3
to Western Europe, unreasonable pressure is placed on the gateway countries. For
example, over 1000 people are estimated to pass through Serbia every day and
supporting such amounts of refugees is not possible for Serbia according to UNHCR.
5
UNHCR has stated Serbia needs to receive “immediate assistance.4
Fear of immigration getting out of hands has led to many overreactions. Most countries
6
in SouthEastern Europe are not part of the Schengenarea and countries that are part
7
8
of Schengen, such as Hungary and Austria , are building fences to stop the flow of
immigrants to Schengenarea. By doing so those countries place even harder pressure
on SEEcountries as the asylum seekers can’t go further and have to stay in
SEEcountries making the problems even worse.
The large number of immigrants has provoked many people living in the region and
even police forces into radical actions. In Macedonia the police have had to use stun
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grenades against the immigrants and many extreme right and antiimmigration
10
organizations have started gaining support all around Europe.
The problem of instability in the region has been tackled many times before. There have
been several institutions aimed at strengthening peace and security in countries of
South Eastern Europe such as Stability Pact for SouthEastern Europe and Regional
11
Cooperation Council (RCC). RCC is still in operation and some of its main areas of
operation are economical and social development and cooperation in SouthEastern
12
Europe.

Definition of Key Terms
Refugee
A refugee is a person who has had to leave their home for some reason. According to
Refugee Convention made in 1951 refugee is someone who “
owing to a wellfounded
fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a
particular social group or political opinion, is outside the country of his nationality, and is
unable to, or owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that
13
country.”
Stability Pact for SouthEastern Europe
After the Kosovo Crisis the international community agreed on a Stability Pact to
improve stability and security in SouthEastern Europe (SEE). The main idea was to
14
bring the region closer to the European integration process. The Pact had 9 member
states and it operated from 1999 to 2008. In 2008 it was replaced with Regional
15
Cooperative Council (RCC).
Regional Cooperative Council
The Regional Cooperative Council was founded in 2008 to replace Stability Pact for
SouthEastern Europe. RCC has 46 participants. The participants compose of
countries, organizations and international financial institutions. The RCC has put many
goals to be reached by year 2020. Unlike Stability Pact, RCC concentrates on
16
economic growth rather than on just stability and security.
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EU28
EU28 is the abbreviation for European Union and its 28 member countries. The term
EU28 is often used in statics. Most of the countries in SouthEastern Europe are not
17
part of European Union.
DAESH
Daesh, also known as ISIL, ISIS or Islamic State, is a terrorist organization controlling
18
large parts of Syria and Iraq. Daesh has been active since 1999 and it was part of
larger terrorist organization, Al Qaeda, from 2004 until to 2014 when Al Qaeda broke
19
their links to Daesh. Daesh aims to create an Islamic State across Syria and Iraq and
due to its aggressive acts in Syria it is one of the reasons for the present migrant crisis.
20

Insurgency
Insurgency is a revolt against a government. Insurgencies are less organized and
warlike than revolutions.

Explanation of the Question
SouthEastern Europe has faced several problems affecting its security and stability.
SSE has been to war many times in its past and relations between some of the
21
countries are still bitter. Economic growth is still almost completely frozen in some of
the countries and many people have lost their hopes to the future. Given the extent of
the fragile situation, the challenges migrant crises create divide people and lead to
22
conflicts even within the countries.
According to some analysis, SEE suffered the most from the global recession of
23
200809 
. Unemployment rates in Serbia, one of the largest country in SEE, are still at
24 25
almost 18% which is double compared to the rates in EU28.  However, Serbia isn’t
the only country with economic problems. Macedonia has had to borrow over 700
million euros to support its budget for this and next year, ignoring the European
26
Commission’s advice not to do so.
Most of the countries in SEE were part of former Yugoslavia during most of the 20th
century. In the early 1990s dramatic political and social changes took place in eastern
17
18
19
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Europe and in 1992, a series of economic and political crises led to the violent breakup
of Yugoslavia. The breakup led to several mass atrocities and violations of human
rights in several countries, including SEE countries. With the help of UN most of the
problems were solved but several insurgencies took place until the early years of
27 28
2000s. 
The present migrant crisis is still one of the most severe problems SEE has yet met.
According to Angela Merkel the countries are facing “huge challenges” handling tens of
thousands of migrants trying to get to Europe and Hashim Tachi, leader of Kosovo
29
Liberation Army, is calling for global scale solution to the problem. The rising threat of
terrorist attacks made by DAESH is also creating tension as several media outlets and
30
Albania’s interior minister have received attack threats.
The migrant crisis has opened up older wounds between the countries as many have
started building fences to stop the refugees from entering their countries. For example,
rather than having cooperation Slovenia has started building fence on Croatia border
which is going to make Croatia’s situation even worse. Almost 400 000 refugees have
entered Croatia since the beginning of the crisis which is unbearable for a country of 4
million inhabitants. In addition, Germany has warned that it would start returning some
of its tens of thousands of refugees to Slovenia and Croatia. Actions taken by Slovenia
and the warnings of Germany have lead to Croatia demanding action on EU Refugee
31
Plan.
According to UNHCR the number of refugees has been escalating since the first half of
2014 as a result of wars in Syria and Iraq and conflicts in Afghanistan, Eritrea and
elsewhere. Many people have had to flee their homes and most of them are trying to
32 33
get to Europe to start new life. 
Countries in SEE have demanded the EU and the international community to take
action in solving the refugee crisis as the resources of the countries are running out.
Unfortunately neither the EU nor the international community has taken sufficient
action. Even the UN has urged leaders to come up with system to register newcomers

27
28
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when entering EU in order to help struggling countries. The meetings held by country
34
leaders haven’t led to any notable results.
Most SEE countries are not part of the Schengen area. It has caused significant amount
of problems to the countries as the refugees coming to Europe are not always able to
35
get inside Schengen, leaving all of them to SEE countries. Even refugees fear being
36
trapped in SouthEastern Europe as Schengen countries are closing borders.

Key Member States and NGOs Involved and Their Views
The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)
The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) is an agency that was
set up to protect refugees and resolve problems with refugees around the world. The
agency was established in December 14, 1950 by the United Nations General
Assembly. UNHCR has helped tens of millions of refugees restart their lives. UNHCR
has staff of more than 9300 people in 123 countries. UNHCR should not be mistaken to
37
UN Human Rights Commission (UNHRC).
UNHCR has expressed its concern on the situation of asylum systems not
meeting the international standards in SEE. UNHCR has budgeted 46,7 million US
38
dollars for 2015 for helping the situation in SEE which is a slightly more than in 2014.
SouthEastern Europe (SEE)
SouthEastern Europe (SEE) is geographical region in Europe which consists primarily
of the Balkan peninsula. Countries included to the region can vary greatly due to
political, economic, historical and cultural reasons but the most used model is the
Balkan Model, which is based on the boundaries of Balkan Peninsula. Countries
included to the region are Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Macedonia,
39
Croatia, Greece, Serbia, Slovenia and Hungary. 
In the region of SouthEastern
40
Europe live more than 75 million people, 10% of the whole population of Europe.
The opinions of the countries in SEE on refugee crisis vary significantly Majority
41
of people living in the countries are against refugees passing through their countries.
According to some analysis the crisis has started opening up old wounds in the region.
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On the other hand, some countries have started working in cooperation to solve the
43
issue and a significant amount of resources are being put into it solving the issue.
Amnesty International
Amnesty International expresses its concern on European leaders not taking actions
fast enough to tackle Europe’s refugee and migrant crisis. Amnesty International points
out that even children and disabled are being forced to camp out under the open sky.
Amnesty is asking for opening safe and legal routes to Europe to help refugees seek
44
asylum from Europe without having to cross the Mediterranean Sea.

European Union
European Union recognizes the problems SouthEastern Europe is facing with the
migrant crisis. EU recommends cross border cooperation to solve the problems and
European Commission President JeanClaude Juncker underlines the importance of
communication between the countries facing similar problems. The EU suggests
measures such as permanent exchange of information, limiting secondary movements
45
and border management to help solving the problem.

Timeline of Events
Date
December 18,
2010
January 26, 2011
June 6, 2011

Description of event
The Arab Spring starts in Tunisia and spreads out to other arab
countries, including Syria
Protests in Syria start
Refugee flow to Turkey intensifies, some of the refugees
cointinue towars SoutEastern Europe

November 11,
2013

Bulgaria starts building a fence on Turkish border

August 11, 2014

DAESH takes control of most of the Syrian Oil and Gas fields
and large parts of land.

September 14,
2015

500 000 refugees have entered EU in 2015

UN Involvement, Relevant Resolutions, Treaties and Events

42

http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/refugeecrisisreopensoldwoundsinbalkans09252015
43
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Security Council – Resolution 
S/RES/2139
(2014)  22 February 2014
http://www.securitycouncilreport.org/atf/cf/%7B65BFCF9B6D274E9C8CD3C
F6E4FF96FF9%7D/s_res_2139.pdf
General Assembly – Resolution 
A/RES/69/152 
(2015) – 17 February 2015
http://www.unhcr.org/55e054479.html
General Assembly – Human Rights Council A
/HRC/30 (
2015) – 30 September
2015
http://www.securitycouncilreport.org/atf/cf/%7B65BFCF9B6D274E9C8CD3C
F6E4FF96FF9%7D/a_hrc_res_30_10.pdf
Security Council – Report of the Secretary General 
S/2015/813 (
2015) – 22
October 2015
http://www.securitycouncilreport.org/atf/cf/%7B65BFCF9B6D274E9C8CD3C
F6E4FF96FF9%7D/s_2015_813.pdf

Possible Solutions
There are several propositions on solving the refugee crisis. Cooperation is needed for
all of them. Ultimately, SouthEastern Europe cannot solve the crisis on its own and
significant effort is needed from the European Union and the whole international
46
community.
Sharing the refugees around Europe
Approximately 750 000 refugees have arrived to Europe by sea in 2015. Most of the
refugees are still in southern parts of Europe and in SouthEastern Europe. If the
refugees arriving to Europe would be shared equally to European countries the
pressure on SouthEastern Europe and other receiving countries would decline and
47
more people in need of help could be helped.
“The Australian Solution”
Australia's policy on immigrants is to “stop boats”. Australia has banned asylum seekers
from settling to the country and at least so far the policy has proved to work. Europe
could do the same and stop saving people from the boats on Mediterranean Sea and it
would help receiving countries including SEE. The policy would mean more deaths in
48
the Mediterranean but it would in addition slow down the peoplesmuggling trade.
Give out more

46
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The UNHCR has urged developed countries to give more aid to the countries where the
refugees are coming from. According to UNHCR it would mean that the refugees
wouldn’t have to seek asylum from Europe, which would mean less refugees to SEE.
The difficult economic situation in Europe is a challenge to this solution.
Helping more refugees
This solution demands all European countries to do as Germany has done. Germany
has opened its doors saying all asylum seekers from Syria are welcome to remain in
Germany. This solution could help those refugees that need protection and in addition
help SEE countries. This solution would not require actions from SEE as the countries
have taken many refugees from Syria and other countries by now. 49
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